Introduction
============

Among striking developments in history writing towards the end of the twentieth century were the moves to the spatial and the visual in the reconstruction of historical consciousness. 'Global history', accelerated through American hype on 'globalisation', and 'visual culture studies' propelled by society's increasing reliance on visual communications, became fashionable projects. 'Global history',[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} grounded in contemporary economics and partly pitched in reaction to Western parochialism, came seriously to challenge nationalistic and structuralist approaches to history.[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} At the same time, the 'pictorial turn', with its epistemological claim for vision as the prime sense in knowledge production, came to defy not only conventional history of art, but the status and value of the discipline of history itself.[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} Wrestling with these turns proved enormously productive. In the history of medicine it led to foregrounding disease in its global dimension, revivifying, at the same time as challenging, older narratives on the 'world wide' spread of disease.[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} In the history of science it led to heightened attention to visual representations in struggles over the production of scientific knowledge and authority.[5](#fn5){ref-type="fn"} Both turnings did more than merely provide historians with exciting new conceptual frameworks for comprehending the past. As illustrated through the contemporaneous growth of a literature on the history of material objects in all their global distribution, they also helped broaden the range of objects deemed worthy of historical attention.[6](#fn6){ref-type="fn"}

This paper draws on these moves in relation to one particular material object that is both 'global' and visual: the AIDS poster.[7](#fn7){ref-type="fn"} Their worldwide production from the mid-1980s hugely reinvigorated the whole genre of the health poster and, according to one expert, restored the genre's original function as a communications medium.[8](#fn8){ref-type="fn"} Certainly, as never before was so much money, aesthetic effort and psychological marketing put into this particular media on the part of voluntary bodies, national governments and international health agencies.[9](#fn9){ref-type="fn"} Our concern, however, is with the wider conceptual frameworks that were mobilised to make these objects meaningful. In the 1980s and 1990s, as we have outlined elsewhere, a cohort of Western intellectuals concerned themselves with them along with other representations of AIDS in order to talk about the politics of identity.[10](#fn10){ref-type="fn"} Those concerns, in turn, were linked to broader ones emerging at the time over the rights of citizens to equal access to health care, the privatisation of medicine, and the role of the international pharmaceutical industry in the commercialisation of health care. In this paper we focus on another aspect of these ephemeral mass-produced objects: not their 'active life' on the streets and in the corridors of learning but their 'afterlife' when they were turned into items to be collected, exchanged and stored in museums and archives. It is well known that the social life of material objects in such places is not the same as that of their initial culture of production, circulation and consumption.[11](#fn11){ref-type="fn"} Museums and archives, like other depositories for images and artifacts, have particular collecting agendas and particular institutional and intellectual traditions into which new acquisitions are fitted. They also inhabit the present, embracing wider conceptual contexts that serve further to shape the organisation and meaning of their artifacts.

Here, we explore one such 'afterlife' for AIDS posters: an exhibition entitled 'Against Aids: Posters from Around the World', which was held at the *Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe* in Hamburg between February and April 2006. We do not aspire to make causal claims for the 'importance' or 'impact' of the exhibition; our interest in it is, rather, as an illustration of the more general trend towards the 'global' rearrangement of material in museums by the twenty-first century. The *Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe* was founded in 1877 in a spirit of aesthetic modernism and German nationalism, and by the 1890s was host one of Germany's largest and most prestigious poster collections. It was intended as a place to celebrate 'the people's' arts and crafts, much like the South Kensington Museum in London, established in 1852 and renamed the Victoria and Albert Museum in 1899 at the height of British jingoism. As at the Hamburg *Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe*, so at the Victoria and Albert Museum over the past few decades, objects have been reorganised for exhibitions accentuating 'the global'.

The representation of AIDS posters at the Hamburg exhibition provides us with a means to discuss the politics of such 'global assemblages'.[12](#fn12){ref-type="fn"} On the one hand, it permits us to draw out the inherent contradictions and tensions that can be involved in any such institutional mobilisation of the concept of 'the unity of the globe'.[13](#fn13){ref-type="fn"} On the other, it allows us to underline important continuities hidden under the more apparent or insisted upon 'discontinuities' between national and global discourses, and between modern and postmodern politics of aesthetics---continuities rooted, we argue, in *shared* aesthetic values.[14](#fn14){ref-type="fn"} As important, the example permits us to reflect on how the discourse of the global affects the work of historians using material objects in their constructions of historical consciousness. As these aims and objectives should suggest, we are not concerned here with how viewers might have responded to the images or to the exhibition as a whole (an almost impossible task given the uniqueness of individual psychology and experience).[15](#fn15){ref-type="fn"} Nor are we interested in providing a walk-through critique of the exhibition; our main interest is in the historical context of the Museum and how this bears on the politics of aesthetics implicated in its exhibition of AIDS posters.

The Hamburg Exhibition
======================

'Against Aids: Posters from Around the World' was a modest, low-budget affair. Primarily, it was staged in order to exploit the Museum's recent acquisition of over a thousand HIV/AIDS and safe sex posters from a private dealer, a purchase that enabled it to join the club of institutions harbouring such collections.[16](#fn16){ref-type="fn"} The organisers of the exhibition selected only a hundred of the posters to display, choosing those that were most visually arresting, and others that, even after three decades in some cases, still had the power to shock, titillate, and/or amuse (such as that used on the front of the flyer for the exhibition, [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, or 'condoman', [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In part to enhance these effects, realist anti-homophobic posters ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), were mixed with erotic 'body-beautiful' ones, such as 'Semen Kit' ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Posters were also connected through novel imagistic and ironic associations. 'Semen Kit', for example, joined nautical space with a poster of a condom disguised as a life-saving ring,[17](#fn17){ref-type="fn"} which, in turn, was hung alongside a Russian poster advert for rubber tyres. These striking juxtapositions were intended to reveal the variety of aesthetic choices that governments, charities, commercial bodies, and private artists employed in their efforts to inform the public of the threat of HIV/AIDS and incite onlookers to ethical behaviour (safer sex). Dramatically, at the entrance to the exhibition, the visitor was confronted with a full billboard-size reproduction of Oliviero Toscani's iconic image of 1992: his re-conception of the prize-winning photograph from *Life* depicting the death of the American AIDS activist David Kirby, turned into an advertisement for the United Colours of Benetton ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).[18](#fn18){ref-type="fn"} Other less dramatic images played on popular solidarities around AIDS, as prefigured in the socially integrative 'Against Aids' in the title of the exhibition. These images could serve to counter any charge that might be levelled at the Museum for its use of the more erotic and more humorous and ironic ones, namely, that it was denying the pain and suffering of HIV/AIDS victims, or trivialising the world's most devastating disease. 'Against Aids' was also literalised in the predominance of posters promoting the use of condoms. It was through the display of these posters in particular that the exhibition sought to exemplify regional variety and similarities in aesthetic styles. Condoms, the viewer might come to see, were globally an unambiguous symbol for, and *the* warning against, unsafe sex.[19](#fn19){ref-type="fn"}Figure 1The leaflet (10 × 21 cm) for 'Against Aids: Posters from around the World', *Museum für Kunst and Gewerbe*, Hamburg, 2006. By permission of the *Museum für Kunst and Gewerbe*, Hamburg.Figure 2Issued by the Commonwealth Department of Community Services, Aboriginal Health Workers of Australia (Queensland), 1991 (41 × 28 cm). Courtesy of the Wellcome Library, London. This poster was reproduced in several countries with the English translated.Figure 3Produced by Terrence Higgins Trust, 1999. By permission of the Terrence Higgins Trust.Figure 4Issued by 'Gay Men Fighting AIDS', London, 1994 (59 × 42 cm), Hywel Williams photographer. Courtesy of the Wellcome Library, London. The image was reproduced on a 15 cm card, which was handed out at the Gay Pride festival in July 1994. The text on the card mentions the UK government\'s poor funding of safe sex campaigns and Parliament\'s homophobic reaction to the proposal of an equal age of consent of 16 for both hetero- and homosexuals.Figure 5Oliviero Toscani's 1992 billboard image of the death of David Kirby for Benetton's 'Shock of Reality' advertising campaign. By permission of the United Colors of Benetton.

Aesthetic Framing
=================

Although a flyer ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), but no catalogue was produced for the show, the aesthetic and intellectual motives behind it are discernable through the catalogue that accompanied a much larger exhibition of posters held at the Museum in 1996 (which was curated by the same person, Jürgen Döring, and displayed some of same posters).[20](#fn20){ref-type="fn"} The 1996 exhibition marked the centenary of the Museum's first-ever exhibition of posters---a late nineteenth century entertainment that was in fact the first of its kind in Germany and one of the first in Europe.[21](#fn21){ref-type="fn"} In many ways the 1996 exhibition was faithful to that of 1896, its agenda being more or less the same as that articulated by the main advocate and co-founder of the *Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe*, the Hamburg lawyer and art critic Justus Brinckmann (1843--1915).[22](#fn22){ref-type="fn"} In his catalogue for the 1896 exhibition, Brinckmann opined that posters and their display in museums and galleries performed the 'ethical task' of elevating the masses to aesthetic appreciation: "Art should be accessible to everyone. It should bring elevation and joy to all; not only to those who buy it or have the time to visit art galleries. In order to fulfil this purpose art has to go on the street, and has to cross---as if by accident---the path of the many thousands going to work who have neither time nor money to devote to it otherwise.[23](#fn23){ref-type="fn"}"

These were not the only politics in the 1896 exhibition with resonance for the one in 1996. The wider context at the end of the nineteenth century was that of flourishing national rivalries as well as attitudes to competition as a virtue in itself---be it between regional institutions, or between the military might and/or levels of 'civilisation' of different nation-states. The posters in the 1896 exhibition, from Italy, France, Russia, the USA and elsewhere, were organised accordingly and, typical of most exhibitions at the time displaying products from different countries, were competitively judged by an international panel. The exhibition thus served to cohere national identities at the same time as sell the ideology of competition along with the virtues of the products of mass-production for mass (visual) consumption. More than this, while on the one hand the 1896 exhibition promoted the promise of democracy embedded in the notion of arts and crafts 'by and for the people', uniting people through aesthetics education, on the other, it sold an élitist aesthetic ethics that simultaneously challenged traditional élitist views of what constitutes 'art' and who 'properly' can access and comment on it.[24](#fn24){ref-type="fn"}

A century later many of Brinckmann's views were dusted off. Jürgen Döring, the curator of the 1996 exhibition (and subsequently the 2006 one) similarly revelled in the non-élitist engagement of poster art, at the same time as celebrating the particular aesthetic distinction that Brinckmann drew between mundane commercial advertising and sophisticated poster design.[25](#fn25){ref-type="fn"} The 1996 exhibition visually illustrated this difference by juxtaposing examples of each. Above all, Döring celebrated and reproduced Brinckmann's ethical mission to teach people how to appreciate and enjoy the visual world through a better understanding of its underlying aesthetic principles and techniques of production.[26](#fn26){ref-type="fn"} This ethical educational work of the poster is all the more important today, he argued in the catalogue, because the fine arts have lost the main task they had when Brinckmann was living, namely, to interpret the world in its visual parts and provide the onlooker with an edifying understanding of it.[27](#fn27){ref-type="fn"}

The 2006 exhibition of AIDS posters was conceived in the same intellectual framework, according to Döring.[28](#fn28){ref-type="fn"} It, too, was intended to elicit an emotional response from the viewer and, from that, heighten their sensitivity to art.[29](#fn29){ref-type="fn"} But while Brinkmann in his day had looked forward to a brighter future for the poster and its onlookers in museums such as the *Kunst und Gewerbe* in Hamburg, Döring and his colleagues found it hard to be quite so optimistic. In their view---as maintained in the catalogue for the 1996 exhibition---the general quality of the visual language of posters had dramatically decreased due to the increasing flood of pictures in everyday life. Discriminating aesthetic appreciation, they felt, was less and less in evidence in contemporary culture because modern education failed to teach the classics and its iconography. Consequently, despite the fact that posters were intimately a part of the revolution in graphic design and design technology of the 1980s and 1990s,[30](#fn30){ref-type="fn"} they had become impoverished---superficial, because they could no longer be 'properly' designed or read. Hence these objects reflected a *lack* of social and moral responsibility. The apparent proof of this lay in the popular media's focus on the human body or, more precisely, on superficial beauty and 'feelings' around the human body. According to Döring and his colleagues this was the *Zeitgeist* of our times that 'exceeds rational understanding'.[31](#fn31){ref-type="fn"} Today's fashionable heroes hardly transmit any moral values, they lamented; indeed, they did the opposite---dissipating, through preoccupations with individual self-fulfilment and superficial gratification, the cannon of Christian ethics and traditions of virtue behind 'good art'.[32](#fn32){ref-type="fn"}

AIDS posters apparently shared this fate in having behind them no shared aesthetic appreciation. According to the 1996 catalogue, they could communicate no meaningful visual language for the deadly disease they referred to because the health educationalists who issued them were themselves unable to formulate one. Hence, the iconography of AIDS posters appealed predominantly only to the *feelings* of onlookers. All that could really be said in their favour was that they sponsored a positive moral practice, namely caution against the spread of HIV: 'the onlooker feels attracted by the picture and decides to use a condom.'[33](#fn33){ref-type="fn"} Although it seems odd that the curators of the *Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe* disdained the very objects they were celebrating, they justified themselves on the grounds that such posters were expressive 'of their times' and therefore wholly within the remit of an institution whose agenda was to archive and exhibit the art of the streets and the people. By the 2006 exhibition, 'the times' were global, and hence a new justification was established through the parade of moral values within that discourse.

In maintaining that contemporary culture and advertising were saturating the world with meaningless, morally deprived, corporeally fixated images, the curators of the *Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe* were maintaining a distinctly 'modernist'---as opposed to postmodernist---view of 'art'. In fact, in believing that the mechanics of perception operated along the lines of emotional attraction, followed by rational thought, and then enlightened responsible behaviour, they were following nineteenth-century notions of the physiology of seeing and sense perception.[34](#fn34){ref-type="fn"} They were also assuming that onlookers were simply passive vessels for ethical education in visual good taste and, moreover, that good taste was the highest form of human awareness. Interestingly, in many of these respects---as well as in connection with the understanding of disease---they were sharing an outlook with one of the few intellectuals in the twentieth century ever to provide sustained commentary on posters, the late Susan Sontag (1933--2004)---despite the fact that Sontag, as a theorist, was to their left in embracing the Marxism of the Frankfurt School of Critical Theory.[35](#fn35){ref-type="fn"}

Sontag's views were made clear in 1970 in 'Posters: Advertisement, Art, Political Artifact, Commodity'.[36](#fn36){ref-type="fn"} Posters, inhabiting the 'low end' of 'high art', she explained, originated 'in the effort of expanding capitalist productivity to sell surplus or luxury goods.' They could not exist: "\[B\]efore the specific historic conditions of modern capitalism. Sociologically, the advent of the poster reflects the development of an industrialised economy whose goal is ever-increasing mass consumption, and (somewhat later, when posters turned political) of the modern secular centralised nation-state, with its peculiarly diffuse conception of ideological consensus and its rhetoric of mass political participation.[37](#fn37){ref-type="fn"}"

Posters thus served the purpose of aggressively pushing consumption or, in politics, of selling national id entities and ideologies. Indeed, they presupposed 'the modern concept of the public' as well as 'the modern concept of public space---as a theatre of persuasion.'[38](#fn38){ref-type="fn"} This regard of posters, as 'aim\[ing\] to seduce, to exhort, to sell, to educate, to convince, to appeal',[39](#fn39){ref-type="fn"} was predicated on a view of advertising (of any sort) as psychologically dangerous. For Sontag, posters blinded people to the real world, a view (shared by the curators of Hamburg's *Museum fur Kunst und Gewerbe*) that presupposes some unmediated or 'pure' form of underlying reality. According to this view, one has only to break through the constructions mediated by language or by images to experience a direct understanding of the world though senses and perceptions.

Although Sontag had no reason to comment on health posters until she came to write *AIDS and its Metaphors* in 1988, her thinking on them was indistinguishable from her earlier thoughts. AIDS posters, she maintained, indict the ideology of consumer capitalism that celebrates recreational risk-free sexuality in the name of individual liberty.[40](#fn40){ref-type="fn"} Furthermore, as in her *Illness as Metaphor* (1978), there was no doubt about the biological essence of such a disease. Just as posters mediated false-consciousness, so behind the 'distorting' metaphors of any widely feared disease there lurked a 'real' entity. One had only to strip away the metaphors to get at the underlying value-neutral, non-stigmatising nature of any disease.[41](#fn41){ref-type="fn"} The organisers of the exhibitions of AIDS posters at Hamburg's *Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe* similarly believed AIDS to be 'real'---that is, to be a universal 'medical' problem that was simply yet to be solved. As if to underline this understanding of HIV/AIDS as medical and nothing more, the 2006 exhibition was accompanied by health education information issued by various private and national HIV/AIDS agencies. Significantly, in both the flyer for the 2006 exhibition and in the section on AIDS in the 1996 catalogue, a medical discussion of HIV/AIDS preceded that on the aesthetics of the posters. Thus, a distinctly modernist view of art was accompanied by a distinctly modernist, as opposed to postmodernist, view of science and medicine as unquestionably superior forms of consciousness and practice, even to art.

Re-picturing AIDS
-----------------

How people interacted with AIDS posters during the images' active life on the streets---on buses, billboards, underground trains, and so on---and how the power and fear of HIV/AIDS operated in relation to identity were simply not parts of the 2006 exhibition in Hamburg. Through the literal framing of the posters, their hanging according to the conventions of art galleries, their arrangement (three or four to a single wall), and the choice of them in terms of the quality of their visual language (*Bildersprache*), the organisers denuded them of the local contexts in which they were created and in which they were engaged with politically, intellectually and emotionally. This absenting can probably be illustrated by paying close attention to the history of any one of the posters in the exhibition. Here, we focus on only a few of them to illustrate the point: 'Semen Kit' ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), 'Stand Up Against Homophobia' ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and Toscani's advertisement for Benetton ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

The first two of these were among the five British examples of posters in the exhibition. Both were issued by HIV/AIDS charities (as were the other three British examples in the show), and were relatively recent. 'Semen Kit' (1994) was produced by the GMFA \[Gay Men Fighting AIDS\] (established in 1992), whilst 'Stand Up Against Homophobia' (1999) was distributed by the Terrence Higgins Trust (established in 1982 and, by the 1990s, Britain's leading HIV and sexual health charity). That they were not issued by the state is important, for they were in fact conveying messages alternative to it. In 1986, when Thatcher's government announced its intention to spend £20 million over the next twelve months on HIV/AIDS health 'information', and commissioned the advertising agency TBWA to undertake it, the resulting 'Iceberg' and 'Tombstone' images were crafted to sell a health message to a general audience and to meet the government's inflated interest in family values, heterosexual sex, and nationhood.[42](#fn42){ref-type="fn"} Condoms were not then in the frame, nor were gay men, and nor was 'the global'. The story of how the 'patriotic heterosexual imaging'[43](#fn43){ref-type="fn"} began to be turned around in the 1990s need not concern us here.[44](#fn44){ref-type="fn"} As in most Western countries, it was gay men---the first victims of the disease---who initially confronted the benign, sexually prudish and denying images of the establishment, and then inverted the anti-liberal homophobic rhetoric generated by 'the gay plague' in celebration of their own collective identity ('the gay community'). It only needs observing that in the UK this development was significantly different from elsewhere; bearing upon it were the particularities of social and cultural traditions as well as prevailing political, medical and legal circumstances. Pre-existing affirmative representation in the public media of 'gays' were far less pronounced than in some other places, while the ability of the tabloid press and the Conservative government of the day to stir homophobia was greater.[45](#fn45){ref-type="fn"} Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's homophobic legislation of 1988 (Section 28 of the Local Government Act forbidding the promotion of homosexuality) in particular, did much for heightening alterity, struggle and confrontation.

'Semen Kit' and 'Stand Up Against Homophobia' exemplify and reflect this particular legacy. Yet it was precisely these features that the Hamburg exhibition eclipsed by having the images hung alongside foreign advertisements and alongside AIDS posters from China and elsewhere. The exhibition thereby performed not for the struggle for gay identity within a national context, but for world solidarity. 'Stand Up Against Homophobia', by virtue of being both a product of 1999, and by presenting HIV/AIDS as a part of a wider social issue, served in itself to mask the historical significance of these images. 'Semen Kit' performed similarly through its play to a would-be unproblematic history of overt sexual behaviour among men (inconised in the image of the sailor), and by its appropriation from some American AIDS posters of the by then more-than-a-decade-old image of the gay 'body beautiful'.[46](#fn46){ref-type="fn"} That gay men in Britain, well into the 1990s, were still struggling for a viable visual public identity could not be guessed from the hanging of this poster at Hamburg. Nor could it be known from either of these images that the changes in gay identity that occurred in Britain in the 1990s were, in part, largely attributable to the uptake of a slick visual language borrowed from the culture of Madison Avenue-driven international advertising---the same visual language, from the same source, that was simultaneously taken up by Thatcher and other politicians around the world in electioneering.

But it was not only governments and gays in the 1980s and 1990s who struggled to capture the meaning of AIDS; so too did western medicine. It was its lack of success at turning AIDS into a meaningful scientific category that, in fact, opened the medical profession to pointed confrontation, and opened up AIDS to the visual politics of identity. In effect, through AIDS, and in particular through the early debate over whether HIV caused AIDS, the medical profession was pulled off its pulpit as the authoritative arbiter of modern secular identity.[47](#fn47){ref-type="fn"} Arguably, Toscani's poster advertisement for Benetton reflects this by blurring the normative boundaries between public art and private anatomy/medicine, as well as by confusing the conventional distinction between commercial marketing and medical humanitarianism.[48](#fn48){ref-type="fn"} For Toscani, who regarded the David Kirby image as the most significant of those he designed for Benetton's 'Shock of Reality' advertising campaign of 1992,[49](#fn49){ref-type="fn"} it was supposed to show how an international corporation was 'open to the world's influences and engaged in a continuing quest for new frontiers'.[50](#fn50){ref-type="fn"} For him, this meant commitment to global social issues, above all, to the problems of poverty, race and disease. However, this was far from how the image was regarded by others. Although in different contexts reactions varied, overall it was greeted with howls of moral indignation and in some places to the sacking of Benetton shops. The Germans took the image to court, French billstickers refused to post it and, in Britain, *The Guardian* (the first newspaper to run it as a full-page advertisement) was inundated with letters of complaint.[51](#fn51){ref-type="fn"} Nor was that all. While many in the gay community responded to it favourably, others criticised it as a form of cultural and economic imperialism. The critique fed a form of political resistance known as 'culture jamming', or 'adbusting' that hijacks the ads of big brands to talk back to them in order to re-conquer city space.[52](#fn52){ref-type="fn"} Toscani's image immediately became the victim of this 'Semiotic Robin Hoodism': the American AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP) 'piggybacked' on it, writing beneath it, 'There's only one pullover this photograph should be used to sell'---and pictured a condom.[53](#fn53){ref-type="fn"} Here, supposedly, was the subconscious of the Benetton campaign X-rayed to uncover not only its opposite meaning, but also (in the manner of Sontag's analysis) to reveal a deeper truth ostensibly lurking beneath the layers of advertisement euphemism.[54](#fn54){ref-type="fn"}

Here, then, was yet another field of combat over the meaning of HIV/AIDS centred on its imagery. But, again, there was no hint of it at the show in Hamburg. While Toscani's image still had the power to shock, it is doubtful if anyone outside of living memory who viewed it at the exhibition (such as the school children bussed in) could have guessed what it meant for many visual theorists and AIDS activists worrying over images of AIDS since the late 1980s, namely, that it was further testimony to the ongoing 'crisis over the entire framing of knowledge about the human body',[55](#fn55){ref-type="fn"} with AIDS, not just a 'medical' problem but 'an epidemic of meanings or significations'.[56](#fn56){ref-type="fn"} The exhibition in Hamburg gave no clue to how images like this had been regarded as testifying to a self-consciously postmodern culture, ethics, aesthetics, disease representation, and politics of identity. Nor was the reproduction of Toscani's image at the Hamburg exhibition intended to illustrate how the lines between 'the commercial' and 'the medical humanitarian' had become so obscured that there was now little to mark the difference between a 'health poster' and an advertisement for the sale of fashion knitwear. Instead, despite the fact that many of the images in the Hamburg show had been designed simply to sell condoms, and others, such as that on homophobia, to 'challenge social injustice, prejudice and exclusion' rather than caution against HIV/AIDS itself,[57](#fn57){ref-type="fn"} the exhibition cohered them all into a would-be historically uniform and medically mediated message against HIV/AIDS. Thus---although not with conscious intent---the show flew in the face of the preoccupations of the visual theorists and AIDS activists of the 1980s and 1990s. Where they had seen in representations of AIDS the postmodern play of signifiers, had argued for a plurality of subjectivities involved in visual engagements, and had construed visual perceptions of the human body in general as involving an onlooker's unconscious construction of their own body through the immediate act of viewing, the curators of the Hamburg exhibition saw only medicine and art in modernity.

This was not the only way in which the exhibition displaced the specific and general historical meanings attached to these objects by investing them with others. The title alone of the exhibition, 'Against Aids: Posters from Around the World' did as much. First and foremost it constructed a particular framework for their perception, one that above all suggested that aesthetic form can travel the world regardless of local geographies and local histories of ethnicity, religion, race, rights, sexuality and gender---not to mention alternative aesthetic traditions. This global aesthetic spin, in effect, harmonised a modernist Western transcendent notion of 'art' with the late twentieth-century notion of a spatially transcendent capitalism---an economic system supposedly unfettered by place or national boundary.[58](#fn58){ref-type="fn"} The aesthetic spin and the exhibition as a whole thus further performed for notions of homogeneity and universality---attributes long associated with modernity and perceived to be at odds with the pluralities and fragmentations associated with postmodernity during the 'time of AIDS' in the West.[59](#fn59){ref-type="fn"}

The exhibition's title also suggested that the history of AIDS was about everyone the world over being uniformly against AIDS. But that, too, was hardly the case at the point of production of many of these posters. In the 1980s, Christian fundamentalists and other religionists took a rather different line, and gay men and lesbians did not always see government campaigns against AIDS as being against AIDS so much as against themselves.[60](#fn60){ref-type="fn"} As noted above, in Thatcher's Britain the AIDS campaign was an occasion for the moral high-grounding of heterosexual values.[61](#fn61){ref-type="fn"} To the extent that people (and international pharmaceutical companies) were allegedly 'against AIDS' in the 1980s and 1990s, their concerns emerged from a multitude of different and often conflicting social and economic interests. Moreover, the relative power of those interests was hierarchically organised, and differently so over time, as Virginia Berridge has made clear for the history of AIDS in the UK.[62](#fn62){ref-type="fn"}

Also, implicit to the entitling of the Hamburg exhibition was the idea that nations around the world were homogeneous in their fight against HIV/AIDS. This not only collapsed separate national encounters with HIV/AIDS, such as its very denial by South Africa's President Thabo Mbeki, but effaced the differences between the kinds of media campaigns used in different countries---including the often bitter struggles between local, national and international agencies.[63](#fn63){ref-type="fn"} As important, this political gutting of AIDS posters through their aestheticisation erased national rivalries and pressures involved in medically treating AIDS victims (or not, as the case may be). Through the mixing of posters from different countries, the exhibition dissolved the conventional boundaries between nation-states, while the multitude of images of condoms that it presented served visually to re-unite them around a commercial product. The images of condoms promoted the idea that campaigns for their use had actually united the countries of the world, a message curiously at odds with the Bush administration's contemporaneous funding of medical missionaries advocating sexual abstinence instead of the use of condoms.[64](#fn64){ref-type="fn"} In its own small way, therefore, and for its own particular didactic reasons (as well as, perhaps, discomfort over Germany's nationalistic past), the Hamburg exhibition effected the same kind of historical effacement and rewrite that the major international media and entertainment companies were also coming to effect by 2006 through *their* take of up HIV/AIDS for the purpose of reaping public corporate credibility.[65](#fn65){ref-type="fn"} By then, HIV/AIDS-funding was a fashionable cause, a benign branding resource for various Western philanthropic organisations.

At local, national and transnational levels then, 'Against Aids: Posters from Around the World' can be seen to have effaced the individual history of the objects on display through a particular universalising and seemingly neutral kind of aestheticisation. At a closer look, however, it both appropriated them into an old script (a local and fondly held modernist epistemology of viewing and aesthetics) *and* a new one---globalisation. By collapsing two decades of national histories into a singular and would-be unified world fight against HIV/AIDS, the history of HIV/AIDS was visually construed in terms of this new global subjectivity. Not only were particular constructions of the recent past left out---the local struggles around these objects---but also the construction of the present---the global media industry's selling of itself through the attack on HIV/AIDS as a 'global problem'. Thereby, 'globalisation' was not only made 'real' or made 'true' through aesthetic representation of an ostensibly international struggle against HIV/AIDS, but by this same conceit was medically re-appropriated and humanised---no matter that over the meaning of 'globalisation' there has been little agreement, let alone consensus on it as a 'good thing'.[66](#fn66){ref-type="fn"}

This is not to suggest that HIV/AIDS was not recognised as a global problem almost from its start. In 1987, the American AIDS activist, feminist and visual theorist, Paula Treichler, for instance, referred to AIDS as having 'a potential for global devastation'.[67](#fn67){ref-type="fn"} But for her and others in the 1980s 'the global' was only a background problem, and the term was yet without particular epistemic load. As we have indicated, Western nations and their intellectuals and AIDS activists were gripped more by their own campaigns, interests, and ideologies than by 'global' concerns. In fact, the idea in the West that HIV/AIDS was a 'global problem' was a viewpoint that itself had to be fought for through a world wide media campaign brokered by organisations with internationalist interests. The campaign can be dated precisely to 27 May 1987 when the World Health Organisation issued a press release proclaiming that 'AIDS is a global epidemic that demands a global attack'.[68](#fn68){ref-type="fn"} The WHO then produced a poster to sell the message ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"})---to compete, that is, with other struggles for the meaning of AIDS.[69](#fn69){ref-type="fn"} The Hamburg exhibition abetted that project through a visual rhetoric of shared international struggle against HIV/AIDS, just as it unwittingly abetted the subsequent take over of AIDS programs by the media multinationals.[70](#fn70){ref-type="fn"} Thus it eclipsed the history that would enable anyone to believe that AIDS had ever been anything *other* than 'global', or for that matter, anything other than mainly a struggle for economic resources for better medical provision for victims of the condition. Images intended for, and often produced by, local sub-groups became artefacts for making up global citizens, with 'the global' and 'global citizenship' simply assumed to be good things. Thereby, the exhibition did far more than merely reinforce what had become the 'semantic hegemony' of 'the global', as iterated through such credulities as 'global warming' and 'global terrorism'.[71](#fn71){ref-type="fn"} Through aesthetics alone it rendered tangible the universalising concept of the global. 'The global' became something to experience, identify with, and embrace. Although this was not the exhibition's primary intention, it could not help but perform it, and in so doing contribute to a reconstruction of history and consciousness. There was no conspiracy in this. Far from it; the globally spun institution-serving celebration of the aesthetics of AIDS posters merely reflected and reinforced much of what everybody in the West had already come to 'feel' about HIV/AIDS by 2006---that it was a serious world-wide problem about which everyone needed to be continually reminded.Figure 6WHO poster of 1987 (91 × 61 cm) selling AIDS as a global phenomenon. Courtesy of the National Library of Medicine, USA. This poster was also translated into many languages.

Conclusion
----------

We have been concerned with a particular moment in the history of AIDS posters: not that of their initial 'public' life on the streets, or in pubs and gay clubs, doctors offices, and so on, but their 'afterlife' in places where they might be displayed or stored.[72](#fn72){ref-type="fn"} Through the analysis of an exhibition at one such afterlife location our intention has not been that of negative dismissal, nor critique for the sake of it. Nor has it been merely to expose how these often strikingly visual objects that aimed at protecting individual health had their meaning changed through appropriation into a conceptual framework different from that of their initial contexts of production and consumption. More interesting to us are the intrinsic and unremitting links between these visual objects and wider politics, or how the visual is inherently a part of the latter.

While it might have been supposed that AIDS posters came to political rest once they were retired, categorised, catalogued and stored according to the principles of collecting institutions, the Hamburg exhibition proves otherwise. In fact, as collector's items, they entered a space that was no less political than when they were on the streets in the 1980s and 1990s, and when they were appropriated to Western discourses on postmodern identity and on the role of the visual in the cultural negotiation of the self. It could hardly be otherwise, for simply by entering such a 'retirement home' they necessarily became a part of the institutional agenda of the *Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe*. In effect, here, as elsewhere, they were 'framed' in agenda-serving classificatory narratives embedded in bricks and mortar. Indeed, from the moment such objects become collectors' items and are stored and/or displayed as artifacts they become epistemologically loaded through the very process of objectification.

Hamburg's *Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe* demonstrates that these collecting agendas and the accompanying aesthetic guidelines often have deep historical roots. But what the analysis of its 2006 exhibition of AIDS posters also shows is that old and seemingly *a*political agendas (invented to express specific national political interests) are neither lost nor rendered innocuous in the contemporary world. Rather, they come to serve new political frameworks linked to the world of today's visitors---a world in which aesthetics is the dominant means to a politics constituted on little more than the idea that 'if it looks good go with it' (an outlook now as pervasive in the practice of science as in the arts of government).[73](#fn73){ref-type="fn"} Crucially, this new politics is sustained through, and for, the absenting of critique; not today the critical outlook entertained by Sontag and other pre-postmodern intellectuals, that visual representations (and popular posters in particular) covered-up or cloaked lurking ideologies. Postmodernists, unconcerned with that view for the most part, in effect opened the space for the new politics of aesthetics that masks something different: the idea of aesthetics as void of political intention. The Hamburg exhibition of AIDS posters was, in fact, an early example of the coming-to-reign of these particular politics, with the visual alone being the vehicle for understanding and creating a ('global') community without distinction. Whereas for Brinckmann in the nineteenth century, aesthetics (in art) could be consciously *used* for the political purpose of populist democracy, with aesthetics and politics in clearly separate spheres, for the inheritors of his institution in Hamburg aesthetics (unbeknownst to them) *became* the politics, not simple a means to it. Ironically, their arrival at these politics---their unknowing performance of them through the exhibition---was via adherence to Brinckmann's legacy. Through that, Brinckmann's original political agenda was emptied of its original political purpose. Installed in its place were the politics of the *appearance* of political un-intention. Thus did an aesthetic concept born in the nineteenth century to serve nationalistic purposes come to operate for the political work of educating national citizens to global citizenship.

What does this mean for historians working with material objects stored in global-tending museums and archives and who are themselves now operating within a global framework? Since material objects have no meaning without a framework, and are framed in being collected, the simple answer is that historians have to take into account the afterlives of such objects as much as the object's original lives. Would that it were quite that simple, though. Harder is the problem of the historian's own place in 'the global framework', which, in many respects, is not unlike that of the material object in the global-aspiring museum (and very much like that of the curators of such exhibitions). Whether avowed explicitly in 'global history', or embraced implicitly in the practice of history writing in contemporary culture, 'the global' operates politically and epistemologically. Just as global history's predecessor 'world history' is now perceived by some of its originators as having been a product of, and agent for, its Cold War moment,[74](#fn74){ref-type="fn"} so for our own times, dominated as they are by multi-national corporations and abiding politicians, the take up of global themes in history writing is widely recognised as providing, at the very least, legitimacy to a globalisation discourse, even if, as often the case, the historian's immediate object is the far from reactionary one of provincialising the West and critiquing its hegemony.[75](#fn75){ref-type="fn"} Of course, for some historians 'the global' does politically more, overtly serving as a rhetorical strategy for the re-coherence of the discipline of history itself after its pummelling by poststructuralists, deconstructionists and other fragmenting postmodern forces over the past thirty years or more.[76](#fn76){ref-type="fn"} To this end, what could serve better as a reunifying device than the holising connective metaphor of the globe? Thus the global provides a new grand narrative---a universalising tool---with which to reimpose the meta-narrativity of history. Although seemingly mindless of one of postmodernism's cautions, that totalising worldviews can lead to totalitarianism,[77](#fn77){ref-type="fn"} these historians seek more-or-less intentionally what the curators of the *Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe* performed innocently through their exhibition of AIDS posters. In so doing, they also share company with certain art historians anxious to revive older agendas---a means (as bluntly put by one of them) to counter the 'deconstructive criticism of historical culture' proposed by 'self-serving postmodern academics' who treat the past as 'a sour land over which to exercise present concerns and anxieties'.[78](#fn78){ref-type="fn"} Yet neither global history nor visual culture studies need necessarily lead in this direction. To see the global as a discourse tied politically to institutionally specific agendas (such as the aesthetics entertained at the *Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe* in Hamburg in 2006) offers the possibility to take an alternative political position, or at least to liberate its historical study *from* such agendas.

Nevertheless, in terms of the less-visible shaping of historical knowledge production, the global framework can never be other than 'world-making' as opposed to being simply historically descriptive.[79](#fn79){ref-type="fn"} No matter how hard we try to stick to the recovery of some truth of how the world came to be globally conceived (past or present), our knowledge productions implicitly reproduce and foster the unifying construct. Just as with material objects (or words or images) there is no meaning to historical events outside the conceptual frameworks we wittingly or unwittingly apply to them. In short, there exists no resting place for history writing; it is always already fashioned *and fashioning*. Like creating a museum exhibition of posters to aestheticise the 'global' nature of HIV/AIDS, the business of contributing to a global history of anything entails, by that very act, the politics of constructing a necessarily partial representation of 'the past'. History writing, too, in other words, as a product of its time, cannot avoid making up historical consciousness.

This article cannot escape the charge that it too contributes to this process merely by discussing an event that was conceptualised in 'global' terms. It might even be seen to compound the problem by drawing attention to spaces where, *a priori*, the historian is already politically and epistemologically implicated: the museum and the archive. However, in doing so it has sought to move the discussion beyond the tired call for attending merely to historical contexts, especially of material objects globally attributed. Our purpose has been to encourage historians to an awareness of their own immediate entanglements in history's constructedness---the constructedness of the present mediated in history writing as much as through aesthetic assemblages of 'the global'. The historian Aruf Dirlik, critically inquiring into the point of writing world history, has observed that 'an awareness of the variety of world histories that have been constructed at different times and in different places... \[must cause\] any world historian worthy of the name... \[to \] be uncommonly aware of the constructedness of the past.'[80](#fn80){ref-type="fn"} Similarly, we submit, all historians need be reflective on their contributions to the present---that is, to a culture given to re-enchantment through 'the global'. Quite how we should historicise material objects of the sort discussed in this paper may be open to debate; what is not is the necessity to historicise our own historical projects. Otherwise we move perilously close to becoming blind participants in the historically fashioned spaces where memory is increasingly naturalised and neutralised through universalised and universalising concepts mediated aesthetically. We end up, as it were, naïve viewers of the exhibition at Hamburg: as blind to the nature of the new post-postmodern politics of aesthetics, as to the modernist would-be universal humanity that 'the global' unwittingly espouses through those politics.
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